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Virus concerns return
Tech stocks rebound as vaccine excitement wanes and markets
refocus on surging US case numbers; Oil supported by OPEC+
deliberations on rolling cuts, but weighed by virus and demand
concerns; Japan investment outlook remains weak ahead of 3Q GDP
and India struggles with "stagflation"

Corona virus

Market overview
My usual starting point of extrapolating the US close into the Asian open looks more questionable
than usual today, with US equity markets dominated by a return to tech stocks (NASDAQ up
2.01%) as concern over surging US Covid-19 case numbers mounts, and prospects rise for renewed
lockdowns (see also this by our strategists on the potential market impact of a vaccine). Industrial
stocks in the Dow Jones index didn't fare so well and ended the day slightly in the red (-0.08%),
and the S&P500 was someway in the middle, registering small gains (+0.77%). Equity futures in
Asia today are greenish, but I wouldn't bet the farm on that being the theme for the whole day,
and we need other yardsticks to figure out which way the market-wind is blowing today. 

The same goes for FX markets. The USD had a strong day against some of the majors yesterday,
including the JPY and the EUR. But it did less well against the commodity currencies. The NZD did
particularly well as negative rate expectations were pared back. And in Asian EM space, it was also
a mixed bag, with the THB unusually dominating the pack for a rare change, leading the KRW, and
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many of the other currencies languishing. Again, no clear theme here. 

It is entirely possible that oil will play more of a role in FX space in the coming days, as the market
tries to disentangle the negative signals coming from the pandemic figures, from the positive
noises on OPEC+ rolling their cuts into next year. This OPEC+ view is increasingly becoming the
consensus, the only question being whether this is for 3 or 6 months. So we should probably keep
an eye on the MYR, as the region's main petro-currency.

G-7 outlook and events
As we get closer and closer to November 15th, it is worth reminding ourselves that this was once
viewed as the last possible day for a Brexit deal. Time is needed for European countries to ratify
any deal before the end of the year. So with each day that passes, the likelihood that we get a
"deal/no-deal" decision grows. But as we have also learnt, deadlines can slip, and pragmatism can
triumph if a deal looks within striking distance. Therefore we will not be surprised if Nov 15 comes
and goes without any clear message on Brexit. Presumably, some sort of transition extension can
be arranged if it's just a question of timing? And it's not as if all negotiations will immediately
cease just because 15 Nov or even 31 Dec passes. I'm sure our UK and Brexit expert, James Smith,
will have something to offer on this early next week, one way or another... 

For what it is worth, the UK releases 3Q GDP data today, which of course precedes the latest
lockdown. The consensus is for a 15.8% QoQ surge after the 2Q 19.8% plunge.

And Japan has released core machine orders data for September ahead of next week's 3Q GDP
release. The -4,4% MoM September figure was worse than expected, though the year-on-year print
beat expectations. This either means you should put no faith in consensus figures as they clearly
contain no information. Alternatively, it means that because of substantial historical revisions to
data like this, forecasts are a massive waste of time. It's probably both. And neither explanation
helps.

I am looking for a fractionally weaker 18.6% pick up in 3QGDP after the 28.1% decline in 2Q20
(consensus is virtually the same at +18.9%QoQ, which is no guarantee of accuracy).  

India - weak output, high inflation
Prakash Sakpal has this update on Indian data due today: "CPI inflation for October and industrial
production for September are due today. Inflation exceeded the Reserve Bank of India’s 6% policy
limit in all but one month in the year through September. We don’t think October will be any
different, though there might be a slight dip to 7.1% YoY (from 7.3%) on the back of a high base
effect. Food and transport prices remained the main drivers of high headline inflation. Meanwhile,
persistently weak domestic demand outweighed firmer exports in September to keep the negative
spell on industrial production growth, although to a lesser extent (INGF -3.2% YoY vs. -8.0% in
August). We will review our 3Q GDP growth forecast, currently -17.6% YoY, in light of today's IP
data".

https://think.ing.com/snaps/the-commodities-feed-opec-cuts-demand-estimates/
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